










Reviewer: Michael St. Jacques

Category	Description	Check	Comments
Thesis	Strong thesis, clearly stated early in the paper. Original and thoughtful. Broad enough to convey importance of discussion to follow, narrow enough to support with available materials. Carried throughout the whole paper. 	X	It is a historiographic essay, but he makes clear his points of comparison between the various authors and works. Good flow throughout. 
	Clearly stated. Factually correct but may lack originality or insight. Still visible through the paper but author may lose sight of it occasionally. 		
	Ambiguous or unclear. Thesis in introduction is not the thesis proved by the paper.		
Analysis and use of Evidence  	Persuasive, well-organized, and balanced. Contributes new material or arguments. Develops and supports thesis. Acknowledges and responds to historiography (can be in a footnote). Clear and easy to follow. 	X	Very well written and convincing. Analysis well-supported throughout.
	Persuasive, mostly well-organized, and supports thesis. Ignores the historiography. 		
	Unclear or inconsistent argument. Wanders off topic or develops extraneous information. Ignores the historiography.		
Documents	Original sources, or old sources looked at from a new perspective. Must be primary sources, not ones quoted in secondary texts. Relevant to thesis and effectively incorporated into the argument. 	X	As a historiography, primary sources were not as germane to his argument as the secondary sources he is studying.
	Uses good primary sources, but may be lacking a few relevant sources. Sources not as effectively incorporated into the argument as above, but still makes sense. 		
	Unoriginal sources. Ineffectively used. Many good sources ignored. Lack of primary sources impedes understanding of argument and author’s analysis of thesis. 		


Additional Comments: Briefly note the main weaknesses and strengths of the paper and any comments not mentioned above. Are there any major grammatical errors? What is your overall recommendation? Strongly support publication (the work is outstanding and received top marks in all categories), support publication with revisions (the work is good but could use minor to moderate revisions), do not recommend. 

The bibliography is strong, however, there are issues with the format of the writing itself. The egregious use of the term “ibid” in the footnotes without a prior reference to the original work cited on that particular page is bothersome and inconvenient. Also, the links to the internet should not be active links. The hyperlinks should be removed and placed in plain text. With these changes, I strongly support publication.

I support publication but, only after the aforementioned revisions.









